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CREATIVE VISIONING WORKSHOP
MOVE I NTO A N EW STO RY. . .

LET YOURSELF GO & SET YOURSELF FREE!

In the release of emptying of that which no longer serves you, you will

This dynamic conscious movement form combines freestyle and
structured movement that is both inspirational & deeply liberating

ﬁnd fulﬁllment, joy and miracles. Wisdom of Mary Magdalene

movement
and
adorn
Ancestral Weaving~This is a Dress
practicecomfortably
through whichfor
we ﬁnd
our greatest
gifts
from yourself as you desire.

dance
or movement
our lineage and bring shadows to light as well,No
healing
7 generations
forwardexperience
and 7

needed. All are welcome.
Creative
art time
generations back. Through embracing our ancestry, we ﬁnd our “original
medicine”
and as well. Materials provided.
passionate service in the world.

In our shame-free environment you have an
one, opportunity
the impact is potent and lasting.
to explore the energies of your body,
JourneyDance™~This is a conscious dance movement which allows for your body to
mind,
spirit
and
emotions
with Music, Creative
take you
on a ritual journey
of fun,
play, release,
and celebration.
Shadow Types and Shadow Work®~Carl Jung says that “our visions will become
Visioning, Movement and Shadow Work®.
clear only when we look into our own heart. Who looks inside, awakens.” Doing Shadow Work
Grieving Growth and Gratitude~Through this process, there is an authentic

grieving that happens which when release leads to gratitude. Whether in a group or one-on-

and exploring your Shadow Types leads to self awareness, self-acceptance and self-love.

Sally Bartolameolli, MEd., Transformational
Coach,
When: Fridays

from 6-8pm
Grieving
Growth
and Gratitude Circles™, certified May
Shadow6th and 13th
for
ECOURSES,
coaching,
www.sallybartolameolli.com
creator of Ancestral Weaving™, Trauma Transformation™,

Work® facilitator,
licensed
workshops
and classes,JourneyDance™teacher,
along with
Where: 		 NiaMoves - 508 Pecore
Ref lexologist,downloads,
author and
Intuitive.
complimentary
books
and
TM
www.sallybartolameolli.com
713-906-9808
salbart@mac.com.
		
Houston, TX 77009
other
resources. Ancestral Weaving
Books,
Ecourses,
Workshops,
One-on-One
appointments.
book coming soon.
Cost: 		 $36 per class
sally@blessingsfrommary.com
		 $70 for both
713-906-9808

St. 		

Materials for vision board included.

TO REGISTER ONLINE, GO TO

www.SallyBartolameolli.com
and scroll to the bottom

